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OUR COMPANY
For over four decades, we have provided our customers with a quality of
product that can only be achieved through honest hard work and
dependable service.
We continue to reinvest into our business by advancing our technology and
training, in order to exceed market standards and deliver new and perpetual
capabilities for the OTR industry.

OUR MISSION
To bring value to our products through the building of business partnerships.
Expanding our roles as not only a retread and repair provider but offering
viable and reliable services throughout the life of a tire.
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www.hhindustriesinc.com

Office Info ● P.O. BOX 236 ● 5400 STATE ROUTE 93 ● OAK HILL, OHIO 45656
(Telephone) 740-682-7721 ● (Fax) 740-682-0530
www.hhindustriesinc.com
Ken Daniels
kdaniels@hhindustriesinc.com
740-682-7721

Noah Hickman
nhickman@hhindustriesinc.com
740-682-7721

Keith Clark
kclark@hhindustriesinc.com
740-288-5005

Brian Thompson
bthompson@hhindustriesinc.com
740-288-5357

Allen Simpson
asimpson@hhindustriesinc.com
740-395-1990
Michele Clark
mclark@hhindustriesinc.com
740-682-7721
Sabrina Cunningham
scunningham@hhindustriesinc.com
740-682-7721

Rusty Hatten
rhatten@hhindustriesinc.com
740-418-5800
Ronnie Moore
rmoore@hhindustriesinc.com
740-418-7977
Ashley Hammond
ahammond@hhindustriesinc.com
740-682-7721

www.facebook.com/hhindustriesin https://www.linkedin.com/company/h-h-industries-inc/
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SCULPTURE RETREAD

(Loader/Articulated)

Customized tread designs, rubber compound selections, and the
capabilities for retreading foam filled and solid tires makes sculpture
retreading the most diverse option available on the market today.
➢ Causes less casing deterioration than other retreading options, which allows the
possibility of retreading a casing multiple times.
➢ H&H can develop the best fit for specific applications to provide the best cost per
hour.

XHA2

Tread Designs:

More Patterns Available Upon Request

RT4A

Other Tread Designs Available:
H&H’s cut treads allow for an unlimited
number of tread design options. Each
design can also be cut at an E-3, E-4, or
L-5 tread depth.
½ TRACK

XMINE
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VTS

XLD D2

LCC

VJT

VSNT

GP-4D

XADN

RB-31

XTXL

www.hhindustriesinc.com

XLD

SCULPTURE RETREAD
HHR

Tread Designs:

(Haulage/Port)
More Patterns Available Upon Request

XHD

VMTP

XTRA
GRP

VRLS

XZM

X-Quarry

VCHSZ

Smooth

NDF

Other Tread Designs Available:
H&H’s cut treads allow for an
unlimited number of tread
design options. Each design
can also be cut at an E-3, E-4,
or L-5 tread depth.

VRQP

Y-523

Other Designs Available
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MODIFIED SCULPTURE RETREAD

(MSR)

The modified sculpture retread was developed here at H&H in order to
give the sculpture retread more of a new tire look.
➢ MSR gives the tread face and shoulder a textured finish and eliminates the strip
line appearance.
➢ Available for every size / tread design
XDT
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XHA2

NEXUS PRECURE RETREAD
The premier style of OTR retreading that offers excellent appearance as
well as performance.
➢ Less heat build up and less casing deterioration compared to Mold retreads
(No cracking on the sidewall/shoulder area)

➢ Foam Filled & Solid Tire capability
➢ H&H Industries would like to announce a major investment in our retread process
by acquiring 18 OTR molds in varying tread designs capable of retreading tire sizes
from 24” up to 35/65-33 and 27.00-49 from Continuum.

VUT
H&H has been leading
innovations in the
precure market for
more than 20 years

XHA

VMTP

VSNT

XDT

www.hhindustriesinc.com
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MOLD RETREAD
Mold retreads are a staple in OTR industry. Offering a great appearance
and excellent performance in the correct applications.
➢ High Cut/Chip protection

Haulage
Molds:
24.00X35
24.00R35
27.00X49
27.00R49
33.00X51
33.00R51

SMOOTH

RT4A+

½ TRACK

XTRA
GRP

VRLS

GEAR LUG

Loader
Molds:
35/65X33
35/65R33
45/65X45
45/65R45
50/65X51
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SOLID/FOAM FILLED RETREAD
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Economical / Huge Cost Savings
Specific rubber compounding to best fit application
Cores can be retreaded several times
Precure retread availability on many sizes
Expanded Wheels, Press-On, and Wheel capabilities

PRESS-ON SOLIDS
PRECURE

VUT

PRESS-ON SOLID
SCULPTURE
SDS

SOLID SCULPTURE
Smooth

SLCC

FOAM-FILLED PRECURES

www.hhindustriesinc.com
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SPECIALTY SERVICES
➢ Variety of different sizes available for retread and repair.
➢ Provides an economic alternative to new tires for multiple industries (Forestry,
Agriculture, Etc.)
➢ Heat Shields to help increase a new tire’s longevity.

FORESTRY RETREAD
SKD

OVERBUILDS/HEAT
SHIELDS
L6-5

FLOATATION RETREAD
FL-328

TWEEL RETREAD
LCC
XM

*Tractor Tires excluded from
retreading, but can be
processed for repairs.
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Other Designs Available

WORKHORSE SOLIDS
Built from the ground up. Our WORKHORSE
solid tires can be put on your existing wheels
or with custom fabrication.
➢ Specific rubber compounding to best fit
application.
➢ Custom Tread Designs
➢ Retreadable core
➢ Custom OD’s (Overall Diameter) available

XGL

ND LCM

www.hhindustriesinc.com

Smooth
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STOCK INVENTORY
H&H Industries carries the largest inventory of used tires and
casings in the nation.

Used Tires: Economical option for saving money. Can use specifications
to correspond with other tires on a machine. Used for spares when
customers need to replace a tire with an injury.

Stock Casings: Great alternative to replace rejected casings. Can be
ordered to supply wheel positions. Cuts turn time down due to on the
spot availability.
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OTR CERTIFIED REPAIRS
H&H Industries maintains the highest quality repair standards through
constant training and certification.
➢
➢
➢
➢

Everything from standard spot & section repairs, to cable replacement
Capable of salvaging damaged tires that others cannot
H&H invests in training to offer maximum safety
Multiple manufacturer repair certifications:
✓ REMA TIP TOP
✓ PATCH RUBBER
✓ TIRE REPAIR SOLUTIONS

www.hhindustriesinc.com
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ULTRASOUND TIRE SCANNING
Non-Invasive tire inspection
➢ Only OTR ultrasound inspection in the Nation

Tire in the process
of being scanned

Separation in tire
(after being cut out)

Scan showing
separation in tire.
(before being cut out)
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H&H TIRESYSTEM
Program access allows you to:
➢
➢
➢
➢

Search your entire list of tires sent to H&H
View pictures of injuries that caused your tire to reject
See an itemized list of repairs performed on each individual tire
Access previous invoices

Call us today to get set up with your log in information.
www.facebook.com/hhindustriesinc

www.linkedin.com/company/h-h-industries-inc/
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LOGISTICS / SERVICE

H&H Industries carries a full fleet of specialized trailers for fast,
dependable, & hassle-free service
➢ Booms fitted and mounted on step deck cage trailers
➢ Aluminum flat bed trailer for solid tires / heavier weights
➢ Custom designed double drop trailers for hauling oversize tires
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✓ Visit our website at www.hhindustriesinc.com for more information!

Our site contains information to help you, such as;
➢ A full introduction of H&H Industries and our history.
➢ Our full product line.
➢ Downloadable product catalogs, retread best practices, and
warranty information.
➢ Services we provide to build our business partnerships.
➢ A news and events section.
➢ An online video of our facility that shows how we process your
OTR tires and our state-of-the-art equipment.
✓ Also follow us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/hhindustriesinc
✓ https://www.linkedin.com/company/h-h-industries-inc/

www.hhindustriesinc.com
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